Abstract. The civil communication project plays a more and more important role in urban rail transit non-ticketing business. The civil communication system of urban rail transit is build up in the urban rail transit network, which is the extension of urban public communications network on the ground. It is the one which can provide the passenger value-added service. By analyzing the four main management modes of the civil communication in Beijing, we can draw a conclusion that it' very important to select the appropriate management and development mode of the civil communication resources in urban rail transit.
Parties involved in the civil communication project
In the last few years, three separation of Investment-Construction-Operation is the dominant mode for Beijing urban rail transit. Along with it, the management mode of civil communication project is also developing naturally. Under the guidance of the relevant industry departments, we can create and keep close relationship between the rail transit company and the communication operators. The role of urban rail transit in the whole process can be described to be infrastructure provider, station resource integrator, service content provider. Firstly, by participation in equipment purchase and installation, urban rail transit company provides the fundamental conditions which include fixed space, air conditioning, fire, electricity access, etc. The communication operators pay for the rent of resource usage to urban rail transit company. The single call business is the only service which the communication operators can provide. Secondly, there are many business customers like station stores, ATMs, and VEMs which needs various communication service, such as fixed-line telephone access, internet special line access, wireless LAN access, data broadband access, etc. Urban rail transit company is responsible for the development and nurturing of new customers, and the communication operators are responsible for the development of new business forms. Eventually, the two sides share the total proceeds. Finally, by deeply involving in the whole process of planning, production and operation for civil communication business, rail transit company should pay more attention on providing high value-added content services. On the basis of participating in the construction, maintenance work, rail transit company put the development direction to the right place in the future. The mission of the company is to develop its own content service platform, to provide rail transit television program, and to distribute a variety of information services such as the train operation information, traffic alternative ways, surrounding commercial information, etc. A new corporation will be established by the alliance of rail transit company, the communication operators and the media company which carry out on risk sharing and benefit sharing.
Experience in Beijing
Beijing has become most developed city which possess most complete urban rail transit network and civil communication network in China. With the operation mileage of urban rail transit increasing and the network service (2G, 3G, 4G) of communication operators upgrading, the relationship is becoming more stable, diverse and sustainable. Meanwhile, the fact remains, however, that the income of urban rail transit business and the number of civil communication business lines are still at a low level.
The development of Non-ticketing business is not in step with the development of urban rail transit network, and the level of comprehensive and convenient service is still at a low level. The principal contradiction for the civil communication development would be that between the whole supply of travel services and the whole demand of passenger information in urban rail transit. It should be noted that the development of commercial property has become the critical obstacle for the development of Beijing urban rail transit non-ticketing business.
pole for the non-ticketing business. To avoid the malignant competition, we need to form a benign mutual acceleration mechanism, and only thus can the economic and social benefits be achieved.
